Abstract-Advances in fabrication techniques, electronics, and mechanical cooling systems have given rise to germanium detectors suitable for biomedical imaging. We are developing a small-animal SPECT system that uses a double-sided Ge strip detector. The detector's excellent energy resolution may help to reduce scatter and simplify processing of multi-isotope imaging, while its ability to measure depth of interaction has the potential to mitigate parallax error in pinhole imaging. The detector's energy resolution is FWHM at 140 keV and its spatial resolution is approximately 1.5 mm FWHM. The prototype system described has a single-pinhole collimator with a 1-mm diameter and a 70-degree opening angle with a focal length variable between 4.5 and 9 cm. Phantom images from the gantry-mounted system are presented, including the NEMA NU-2008 phantom and a hot-rod phantom. Additionally, the benefit of energy resolution is demonstrated by imaging a dual-isotope phantom with and without cross-talk correction.
in electronics and the availability of mechanical coolers, position-sensitive Ge detectors have been more recently investigated for use in areas such as astronomy [4] and environmental remediation [5] .
Although modern Ge systems are used for a variety of different research applications, they have only been previously used for biomedical applications in positron emission tomography [6] and Compton camera imaging [7] , and have yet to be used in single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) applications. The Ge semiconductor detector has several properties that make it appropriate for small-animal SPECT imaging. First, it is possible to estimate the photon depth of interaction which can subsequently be used to help correct for parallax error. Its energy resolution, generally on the order of 1% FWHM at 140 keV [8] , allows for outstanding scatter rejection by allowing narrower energy windows than other SPECT detectors.
Additionally, the energy resolution facilities simple multi-isotope imaging. Wagenaar et al. presents a variety of molecular imaging applications that might benefit from dual-or triple-isotope imaging, some of which include neuro, cardiac, pulmonary, and tumor imaging [9] . Utilization of multi-isotope imaging is not common due to the difficulty of removing down-scatter and cross-talk between photopeaks, but some groups have performed in-vivo experiments, such as in monkeys and rats [10] [11] [12] . Other groups have explored correction methods to improve quantification [13] [14] [15] , which is especially challenging when the energy difference between isotope photopeaks is small (such as in the case of ) and when detectors have poor energy resolution, such as the most commonly used NaI detectors. NaI detectors in general have an energy resolution of FWHM, an order of magnitude poorer than that of Ge. This significant improvement in energy resolution may make multi-isotope imaging possible without cross-talk corrections even in the challenging case when using isotopes with narrowly separated emission energies.
We have previously reported on our work in characterizing a Ge detector's properties relative to small-animal imaging [16] and are now striving to use Ge in a small-animal SPECT system. This paper will review the basic properties of our detector, present our system configuration and show preliminary resulting images.
II. METHODS

A. System Development
1) Detector Properties:
The Ge-SPECT system utilizes a mechanically-cooled Ge detector manufactured by PHDs Co.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. (Knoxville, TN, USA). This specially-designed DSSD was fabricated from a germanium crystal 90 mm in diameter and 10 mm thick and consists of orthogonal sets of 16 strips on each side that are 4.75-mm wide with a 5-mm strip pitch. The total active area is cm . Photographs of the crystal inside of the cryostat and the entire detector system are shown in Fig. 1 . Characterization of this detector has been previously published [17] .
The system is mechanically cooled to approximately 60 K and uses a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based filtering and signal processing capable of recording approximately 450,000 cps. The Imager32 software included with the system provides sub-strip position estimation that is based on the transient signals induced on both neighboring strips to the charge-collecting strip [18] . Pixel size when using the interpolation method is mm mm. This system also provides an estimate of the depth of interaction based on the difference between the measured rise times of the signals collected on the anode and cathode [17] , [19] . A summary of the detector properties determined in [17] is shown in Table I . The detector uniformity was determined according to the NEMA standards [20] as described in [17] . The intrinsic efficiency was determined by (1), where is the number of photons recorded within the energy window, S is the number of emitted photons from the source, and is the solid angle, determined by the active area of the detector ( ) and the distance from the source to the detector ( ).
(1)
A single-pinhole collimator was designed with a 70 full opening angle and a 1-mm diameter. The collimator consists of a cone-shaped support structure to which extenders can be attached to vary the focal length, and subsequently the pinhole-collimator is then attached. This is shown in Fig. 2 . All parts of the collimator were designed in SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp, Waltham, MA) and manufactured with molded tungsten (Tungsten Heavy Powder, Inc. San Diego, CA). The system was then mounted to the gantry of a MicroCAT II to allow for SPECT data collection. 2) System Calibration and Reconstruction: Projection data are reconstructed using a maximum-likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm that utilizes an analytically-derived system matrix determined from calibration parameters according to the methods of [21] . The MLEM algorithm was implemented with voxel-driven forward and backward projectors that utilize a central ray in conjunction with a geometrically-modeled PSF. Prior to image acquisition, a calibration scan was acquired and used to determine that the focal length was 67.7 mm and the radius of rotation was 39.8 mm. Additional calibration scans were performed to determine the relation of the bed-axis to image space in order to allow for reconstruction of images with helical acquisitions in order to extend the axial field of view, which is approximately 3 cm for a typical circular acquisition. Helical acquisitions were acquired in a step-and-shoot mode with an axial translation of 1.7 cm for each complete 360°camera rotation (0.026 mm axial step-size per camera rotation step).
Prior to reconstruction, detector non-uniformities were corrected for by multiplying the projection images by a normalization matrix determined from a flood scan. The DSSD has regions between strips which are required to electrically separate strips and subsequently allow for position information; these regions are referred to as gaps [22] . Charge collected in the gaps is not recorded and leads to zeros in the gap regions of the projection data. To facilitate proper reconstruction, gap values were estimated based on an area-weighted average of each gap pixel's closest non-gap neighbors. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 , where the gaps are the dark grey bands, and the standard detector pixels are bounded by the black lines. There are two different types of gap pixels, both of which must be estimated. For edge-gap pixels (grey non-star pixels), the value is estimated by taking the mean of A and B and multiplying it by the ratio of the area of an edge-gap pixel to the area of a standard pixel (e.g. pixel A). For a corner-gap, indicated by the in Fig. 3 , the value of the pixel is determined by taking the mean of pixels C, D, E, and F and multiplying it by the ratio of the area of the corner-gap pixel to the area of a standard pixel.
Given the prototype nature of this system and to simplify reconstruction, the depth of interaction information was not utilized, and all counts falling within valid detector depths were combined into a single-depth projection to be used in reconstruction. . 64 projections were acquired over 360 with 1.2 minutes collection time per projection. List-mode data were acquired and an energy window of keV was applied after data collection. Images were reconstructed using the previously described MLEM algorithm. Reconstructed images have a mm voxel size and overall dimensions of .
2) NEMA NU-2008 Phantom:
We utilized the NEMA NU-2008 phantom that was designed for small-animal PET systems to investigate the image quality of our system. This phantom has been previously used for characterizing small-animal SPECT systems [23] [24] [25] . The phantom has three different sections: a section with two cold cylinders with a hot background, a larger uniform cylinder filled with radiotracer, and a hot rod section with five different rod diameters (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mm). A photograph of the phantom is shown in Fig. 4 . The NEMA phantom was filled with 106.9 MBq of , giving a concentration of 5.17 MBq/mL. One of the cold cylinders was filled with water, while the other was left with only air present. The acquisition was helical with four full camera rotations ( projections) in order to image the entire length of the phantom (63 mm). Each projection had a 1.2 min collection time. List-mode data were acquired and an energy window of keV was applied after data collection. Image quality was assessed using the metrics described in the NEMA NU 4 2008 guidelines [26] for uniformity or image noise, rod recovery coefficients (RC), and spillover ratios for air ( ) and water ( ). The uniformity is defined as the percent standard deviation ( ) of the activity concentration inside a volume of interest (VOI) drawn centered in the uniform region of the phantom. This VOI is 75% of the diameter and two-thirds of the height of the uniform cylindrical region. To determine the rod RCs, first the central 10 mm of the rods are averaged to reduce noise, and the maximum value for each rod is divided by the mean phantom concentration to determine the RC, as described by Visser et al. [24] . The coordinates of these maximum values are then used to create a line profile in the axial direction to obtain the standard deviation of the RC: [see (2) at the bottom of the page].
The and are defined as the mean activity concentration measured in the air and water compartments, respectively, divided by the mean phantom concentration and determined from a cylindrical VOI centered in the region of half of the diameter and half of the height of the compartments. The standard deviations are determined in the same manner as , as follows:
To demonstrate the benefit of Ge's energy resolution, dual-isotope images using and were acquired.
has an emission energy of 159 keV, while 's emission energy is 140 keV, making these two radiotracers ideal for demonstrating the effect of Ge's energy resolution on multi-isotope imaging. Three short planar and three helical SPECT images were acquired, one each with only a syringe filled with , only a syringe filled with , and having two syringes, one with and one with present. a) Planar Acquisition: A 3 mL syringe was filled with 1 mL of solution having a total activity of 31.82 MBq at the start of scanning. Another syringe of the same volume was filled with 24.42 MBq of . Energy windows of keV keV and keV were used for and respectively. Three four-minute planar images were acquired, where the syringe, both syringes, and syringe were imaged with data being collected in list-mode for all scans. For all projection acquisitions, only counts that are estimated to occur within the detector's useful field of view are included in total count sums. The cross-talk ratio was determined by dividing the number of counts in the energy window of the not-present isotope by the number of counts in the energy window of the present isotope:
The is the total number of counts in the projection in the spill-over energy window, and is the total number of counts in the projection in the energy window of the present isotope. For example, in the case of the projection with only present, the cross-talk ratio of into is the number of events falling within the energy window divided by the number of events falling within the energy window. b) SPECT Acquisition: Helical SPECT acquisitions were collected using a cylindrical acrylic phantom (3.8 cm diameter) with two cylindrical bores (each 1 cm diameter). The same syringes were used as in the planar projection acquisition, and were placed into the hollow bores of the phantom for imaging. When only one radionuclide was being imaged, a syringe filled with the same volume of water was placed in the second empty bore. Ge SPECT images were acquired in a helical scan with a pitch of 17.1 mm per 360 revolution. All scans acquired consisted of 64 projections over 360 for 60 seconds per projection, giving a total scan time of slightly over 1 hour. The three scans were performed in the following order: only the syringe, then both the and syringes, and finally only the syringe. At the start of the first scan the syringe contained 30.71 MBq and the syringe contained 32.56 MBq. Raw data for the projections were collected in list-mode, and were windowed post-acquisition to keV and keV for and , respectively. Images were reconstructed without cross-talk or scatter correction using the previously described MLEM algorithm, with 0.5 mm isotropic voxel size and voxels.
III. RESULTS
A. Hot Rod Phantom
A reconstructed image slice at 25 iterations is shown in Fig. 5 . The iteration number shown was chosen from visual inspection as it best balanced the tradeoff between noise and resolution. The 2.4, 2.0, and 1.7 mm rods are well resolved, while the smaller rods (1.35, 1.0, and 0.75 mm) are not distinguishable. The system's expected spatial resolution at the center of the FOV is approximately 1.5 mm (based on the pinhole planar resolution), which falls into the range seen in the phantom image.
B. NEMA NU-2008 Phantom
Slices of the resulting reconstructed NEMA image at the 25th iteration are shown in Fig. 6 . The calculated uniformity, , was 20.3%. Each rod's RC and are shown in Table II . The spillover ratios were 0.101 and 0.113 (2) for and , respectively, with and being 32.01 and 49.39, respectively.
C. Multi-Isotope Acquisition 1) Planar Acquisition:
The recorded energy spectrum from the dual-isotope planar projection is shown in Fig. 7 . The spectrum shows the clearly separable photopeaks for and . For the single-isotope projections, the number of counts in each energy window was calculated in order to determine a cross-talk ratio. The cross-talk ratio from the into the window was 6.71%, while the ratio from the into the window was 0.31%. All projection images (not shown) have little to no artifacts from the dual-isotope acquisition, demonstrating that images do not require extra cross-talk correction that is necessary in most NaI-based systems.
2) SPECT Acquisition: Resulting dual-isotope reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 8 . As expected, there were no artifacts in the -only acquisition for either the -windowed or the -windowed images (not shown). The more challenging case of the only syringe ( Fig. 8(a) and (b)) shows that although 's photons down-scatter into the window (6.71%), this does not significantly impact the reconstruction algorithm as no "shadow" artifact is seen. To quantify this, an ROI was drawn within the syringe and activity was summed in both the -windowed ( Fig. 8(a) ) and the -windowed ( Fig. 8(b) ) images. The ratio of the summed -windowed counts to -windowed counts was , indicating a very small amount of spillover. Similarly, when both syringes are present, there are no visible artifacts in either reconstructed energy window. This demonstrates that the Ge detector allows for dual-isotope image acquisition without any additional cross-talk correction processes.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. System Resolution
The spatial resolution of the Ge SPECT system is estimated to be between 1.70 and 1.35 mm, determined from visual evaluation of the reconstructed hot-rod phantom image. This result is in the expected range given the pinhole size and system magnification. For comparison, a system with a similar configuration to the Ge SPECT, a single-pinhole system designed by Metzler et al. used a 1.0 mm pinhole with a 4.0 cm ROR and gave a spatial resolution of 1.6 mm [27] , similar to the results of the Ge SPECT system. Systems have been designed for higher-resolution, which typically include multi-pinhole configurations, and can reach sub-mm resolution [28] [29] [30] . The Ge SPECT system has not been optimized for high-resolution imaging and future work will focus on improving this. The spatial resolution is currently limited by the system configuration, which has a less than desirable magnification because of the extended radius of rotation (39.8 mm), due to a center of rotation error in the positioning of the Ge detector on the gantry. Also, for smaller field-of-view applications an increased focal length could be used to increase magnification.
B. NEMA Comparative Results
Although the NEMA phantom was designed for small-animal PET, and has been used to quantify image quality of a variety of different PET systems [31] , some groups have used it to investigate image quality in SPECT systems. One challenging aspect of comparing these quantification values across systems is that SPECT systems can have drastically different spatial resolutions, fields of view and sensitivity that depend on pinhole configuration. Harteveld et al. used the phantom with the U-SPECT-II system to investigate system performance with different reconstruction correction techniques and different levels of activity [23] . The phantom was filled with MBq of and imaged for 1 hour. Rod RC values were reported for 1, 2, and 3 mm rods for varying filtering and reconstruction corrections. At higher iterations the 3 mm rod with no filtering had a RC of , which is similar to the 0.97 RC of the 3 mm rod using the Ge SPECT. In the 1 mm rod case, the U-SPECT II shows improved results with its unfiltered, higher iteration RC being compared to 0.13 in the Ge SPECT. RCs over the value of one indicate an over-estimate of activity in the rod, which is likely due to the localized activity with minimal background, image noise and the iterative reconstruction algorithm used. and were also similar, with U-SPECT-II having 0.07 and 0.1 for and , while Ge SPECT had 0.10 and 0.11 for and , respectively. The uncorrected U-SPECT-II SORs follow the expected trend of having a slightly higher than due to the increasing probability of photon scatter in water over air. With no corrections in the Ge SPECT, the SORs are similar; this shows that scatter within the water does not adversely affect image quality due to the energy resolution of the system. The of the U-SPECT-II system was when the higher number of iterations was used, while it was as low as when only one iteration was used. The Ge SPECT had a of 20.3. Although there are similar quantitative results between these systems, Ge images do show some uniformity artifacts, which are believed to be due to issues with the estimation of events falling within and near the detector gaps (data not shown). Some select cases show quantitative improvement between the Ge SPECT and the U-SPECT-II system, but given the differences between the two systems, scan activity, scan time, and reconstruction algorithms, the results of this comparison generally show that the Ge SPECT system performs in the same range quantitatively as the results reported for the U-SPECT-II system.
C. Multi-Isotope Acquisition
In the past multi-isotope imaging has required corrections for scatter and cross-talk, such as the methods described in [15] . Ge's improvement in energy resolution over NaI and other semiconductor detectors (CZT) allows for imaging to be performed without additional corrections, as shown in the clearly-separable photopeaks in Fig. 7 . El Fakhri et al. demonstrated that a dual-isotope phantom scan with and led to a bias of for the when data was not corrected. Although their correction scheme lowered bias to 3% [15] , better-quality raw data that requires little or no correction is an advantage.
D. Future Work
Future work will focus on improving image quality through system design, such as utilizing multiple detectors to increase system sensitivity. Additionally, larger Ge detectors are starting to be manufactured, which may allow for higher magnification without sacrificing field of view. Further design improvements will likely involve the use of smaller pinholes on multi-pinhole collimators to better balance the sensitivity-resolution tradeoff. Following more advanced system design, the system will be used for small-animal imaging studies.
Although not demonstrated in this paper, this system provides the ability to estimate depth of interaction within the detector. All acquired data in this work was processed into a single depth for reconstruction, but future work will examine use of depth information to reduce parallax error. One group determined in simulation that DOI effects could contribute to a loss of as much as 0.6 mm FWHM in-plane for a 10-mm thick Ge detector [32] , which shows that utilizing DOI has the potential for significant spatial resolution improvement.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This proof-of-concept system demonstrates Ge's potential as a SPECT detector for preclinical applications. Spatial resolution and NEMA properties are similar to other published systems. The outstanding energy resolution of the system provides excellent scatter rejection and allows for multi-isotope imaging without cross-talk correction.
